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Dear fellow Baltivists, 

One year ago today, it was not a sin to cram four people into an Uber to attend a 

gathering of 400 people. In the rain, four of us stepped to an Uber and attended a Baltic 

Way commemoration in front of the US Capitol. 

In honor of the Baltic Way, Baltivist.com officially launched that day.  

This year was a year to learn. Through discussions with individuals and monitoring 

website activity, Baltivist.com continues to improve as a platform to unlock the most 

potential for each user. 

As the advocacy website for the Baltic-American community continues to improve, I am 

now in communication with Power Coalition in Louisiana and the Central and Eastern 

European Coalition to build websites for those organizations and learn lessons from their 

organizations. 

From the Baltic-American community, I have seen Baltivist volunteers come forward 

with ideas of their own of how to improve our advocacy. Baltivists have stepped up to do 

the following: 

- Find, send, and share reports on the issues affecting the Baltics. 

- Organize a meeting of Lithuanian-Catholic Youth to introduce them to Baltic 

activism. 

- Create a method of organization for a meeting with a member of Congress. 

- Offer to build a one-page summary of why the Baltics matter for the US to be 

dropped off during every meeting with a member of Congress. 

- A tech audit of Baltivist.com. 

- Connect Baltivist.com with other Baltic organizations. 

- Consult to find a way to reach more potential members. 

The Baltivist community had other accomplishments this year, with the organization of 

the 2nd Baltic Advocacy Day and a meeting between the Lithuanian-American youth 

organization “Ateitininkai” and Rep. Shimkus. With these organized meetings, the 

Baltivist community has taken concrete steps to strengthen the relationship between 

Congress and the Baltic-American community. 

My goal this coming year is to continue to build a product that works to utilize the 

talents of volunteers to effectively lobby. 

I look forward to the next year of seeing what activism is brought about through 

Baltivist.com. 

Thank you to those that have helped and supported me and this company over the last 

year. To have all of you, I know that I am a very lucky person. 

Best, 

Vytas Aukstuolis  
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Advertising Overview 

Method 
New 
Members 

Annual Revenue 
Acquired 

Word of Mouth 32 $705  

Email 15 $340  

Advocacy Day 14 $280  

Platform 

Demonstration 8 $200  

Facebook 

Message 4 $100  

Published 
Interview 2 $50  

LT Days 1 $20  

Baltivist Bells 0 $0  

Facebook 
Advertising 0 $0 

Word of Mouth & Email 

The most successful recruitment for new members comes from word-of-mouth advertising and 

through email, which should not come as a surprise for the first year. Many of those who joined 

through this method are close friends and family. 

Advocacy Day and Platform Demonstration 

Looking to the future, it makes sense to focus efforts on platform demonstration and advocacy 

efforts. Since a total of 575 users went to training portions of Baltivist.com, this audience seems 

like the ideal audience to pursue to drive traffic to the website. These are also low-cost options 

that help pursue the mission of Baltivist.com, which is to effectively advocate Congress for the 

Baltics. 

Facebook Message, Published Interview, Facebook Advertising 

I had a period where I hired the advertising services of Radius DM. During this period, we 

learned that social media advertising would prove to be difficult.  

During this time period, we produced a web interview, directly messaged friends on Facebook, 

created Facebook video ads, and sent emails to family and friends. With the combination of 

money spent on video production, consulting fees, and Facebook ads, more money was lost than 

was earned during this time period. 

LT Days 

In October, 2019, I attended LT Days in Los Angeles. While a wonderful festival and an 

experience I’m happy I had, the event did not prove to be one that brought in new members. 

This could be due to personal error in methods to advertise during the event. Due to the high 

cost of attending the event, this may be an event to reconsider pursuing in the future. 

Baltivist Bells 

There are a high number of Baltivist Bells subscribers that read the newsletter, which is exciting. 

However, there does not seem to be much indication that the users convert to full members.  
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Website Activity 

- 1,649 individual users since August 23, 2019. Users are counted multiple times if they 

visited the site multiple times. 

- There were 176 individual visits by members who returned multiple times. 

 

Through the above chart showing the growth of users, the two periods that had the 

highest increase in members were before Advocacy Day and during the social media 

consultation period. Prior to Advocacy Day, not much was spent to recruit new 

members. While the social media consultation brought in new members, it came with 

a higher cost than other methods of recruiting new members. 

Launch date

Baltivist Bells Fall

Baltic Advocacy Day

Baltivist Bells Winter

Social media consultation 
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Web interview released

Social media consultation 
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There was a fluctuation from each month for new users. However, there does seem 

to be a steady growth in the number of users who are returning to Baltivist.com, 

which is projected to continue.  
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The page with the single highest traffic is the “unauthorized page”, which saw over 

1,300 visits. This page is for users who are not members, but were trying to explore the 

rest of the website. With 72 current members, there may be many users who are trying 

to visit the rest of Baltivist.com, but opting to not become members. 

One goal in the coming year will be to convert more visitors into members. 

For users, the highest traffic outside of the home page was traffic to pages created for 

event preparation. These include pages to prepare for Advocacy Day or for preparing to 

meet with a Member of Congress. 

There was also significant traffic for the social media component of the page, indicating 

a level of interest in this portion of the page. 

Pages like those overviewing members of Congress, the issues, and specific bills 

received less traffic. This may indicate a need to make the pages be more useful for 

members. 
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Finances 

Category Total 

Advertising ($1,950) 

Web Development ($2,030) 

Revenue $1,695  

Profit loss ($2,285) 

 

As expected, the first year of Baltivist.com did not return any profit. Most expenses 

came from advertising, with the largest single costs being attributed to going to Los 

Angeles for LT Days and social media consulting costs. 

Of the web development costs, $1,075 is for recurring annual costs, meaning that the 

web development expenses are also expected to be lower in the following year. 

Given that only one member opted out of renewing their annual membership, it is 

expected that the annual memberships will be recurring, and the annual revenue will 

increase. 

One additional cost in the 2020-2021 year is expected in an agreement with the Joint 

Baltic American National Committee (JBANC). An agreement is expected to provide a 

certain portion of revenue to JBANC to help with Baltic-American lobbying efforts. 
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A Look Back at the Year 

Before:       After: 
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Baltic Advocacy Day - 2019, hosted by Baltivist.com and our friends from JBANC, the Estonian American National 
Council, the American Latvian Association, and the Lithuanian American Community 

Baltivists advocating Senator Durbin's Office During Baltic Advocacy Day - 2019 
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Baltivists enjoying some time together during Baltic Advocacy Day – 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Baltivists advocating Speaker Pelosi's Office during Baltic Advocacy Day - 2019 
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Baltivists speaking with Rep. Shimkus. Event hosted by Baltivist.com and Studentu Ateitininkai 
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On Baltivist.com, find a great chat with Dovas Lietuvninkas, a Lithuanian-American living in Lithuania 
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Have you seen the new timeline function on Baltivist.com? 

 

Have you made your profile yet? 


